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Abdul Skaf1711591623

Amazing customer service with great knowledge , also well presented shop with all you need.
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Srinivas1707447784
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Viren Saini1705549962

The staff is extremely friendly and helps understand the process of epoxy flooring and assists you in all queries. Best epoxy condition I have seen in Sydney at all houses
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Rijul Saini1705549878

Very helpful staff and good value products
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Bobby Khederli1705456110

All friendly and knowledgeable people they help us always we are as builder company very proudly recommend them
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Reza1700531171

Happy with customer service specially with Shahin( he is very friendly)
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Mj props props hire And styling1698287689

Amazing stuff and vary helpful highly recommended
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Dilsher Singh1696888595

Great epoxy and great customer experience
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Iran_ Sydney1694986480

Excellent service and advice from Alex, I highly recommend these guys for anyone who is looking to purchase high quality epoxy flooring products and hiring a concrete grinder
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Rick Harding1694392979

Very helpful with phone information. Goods arrived as ordered in good time and good condition. Thank you
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Alan Carroll1693886054

Top clients , I ordered pool paint from perth and got delivery within a few days . Couldn’t believe how fast it came . Highly recommend these guys
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Robert Nicoll1693354310

Sean attended a job that we were doing to not only deliver product purchased but also to spend time with my staff to ensure that they were familar with the new product that we were using. I found Sean to be diligent in every aspect. He also gave advise on different procedures new to us. I could not recomend him and his team highly enough.
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Chris Banaszak1692189902

Very knowledgeable and helpful, will spend time to provide different options
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William MacMahon1692058026

Unfortunately I don’t remember the name of the staff member that helped but he went to great lengths to help ensure I got the right product for the job I needed. What’s better was the product recommended was excellent and worked perfectly.
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Om Sapkota1688709716

Just purchased. Will let you know the outcomes. Excited
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Shayan Behnejad1687789515

Excellent customer service and best price.
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Craig Coleman1687735626

The Team so helpfulAlex so helpful and strong product knowledge
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Bruno Cardillo1685668102

Great place to pick up your specialised concrete sealing and coating needs. Great service as well.
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Stephen Pezeshki1685664888

Very helpful and knowledgeable, well priced
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Andrew White1685516399

Extremely wonderful staff, leva was incredibly insightful. The Epoxy flooring on my garage floor looks amazing. I will definitely be returning to purchase more epoxy products for my next project
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Behnam Moradi1685515951

Great range of epoxy products !
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Bonnie Quinn1684197080

Thank you so much team! 100% RECOMMEND FOR ANY EPOXY FLOOR COATING NEEDSI wanted to redo my flooring and had no idea where to start. I was researching all flooring products, to try and see what would be the best, most manageable DIY floor renovation I could do, that proved frustrating in itself but when I got up to researching about epoxy flooring OH MY I was amazed! Their website alone had so much clear information and instructions! I've never seen anything like it! From photos, to step by step, to even epoxy flooring packages that just have everything I need! It was incredible to finally see someone just put all the information they know and give you genuine advice.I then called and spoke to Ryan who just answered any other question I had regarding colours, whether or not liquid marble epoxy or epoxy flake systems were a better choice, etc. It was so wonderful to finally have someone provide actual advice and not just try to make the highest sale.After that consultation I went to the showroom to which again, all the industrial flooring and epoxy flooring samples were on the ground of their warehouse so you could actually see how the systems hold up! I saw the metallic epoxy, flake epoxy and single coloured ones to visually see how it looked and held up against time. Like just how amazing, genuine and just pure customer focused are you* to provide such a display for people to see. It was such an* incredible experience!So clean, organised and just all round amazing. I'm still in awe. The only difficulty was waiting for the call back. But after seeing how much they took their time to make sure I understood everything, I can see why I didn't get an immediate answer.Thank you so much team for helping me get what I needed. I appreciate it so much! enjoy some of the photos I got from my excitement 🙂
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Pui Kwong Cheung1683179109

Alex and Ryan are very professional. Highly recommend
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Vinod Bhadu1682643082

Great customer service and assistance in choosing the products😊
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jia mao1680147628

Good service and patience
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Bill Demos1679973869

Excellent service, very helpful, all products in stock
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ka yu Chan1678077504

Great service all round
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Aaron Newell1676937628

For epoxy supplies best in the business great pricing and knowledge!!
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Ali Bally1676935455

Always get my products fromHere. Excellent service and great team.
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mahdi khorakchi1676603347

The product is very good and the price is good. The customer service is good. Epoxy supply
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Louie Mardini1676520152

The best service and advise anyone can ask for thank you Sean and the team
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Sid Halabi1675737827

Excellent service. Definitely would recommend.
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Lincoln Starr1674030248

I really enjoy the welcoming experience with all the staff at Sydney industrial coatings and recommend this business to anyone looking for products or advice ...thankyou Alex Ryan uncle and Sean ❤️❤️❤️
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Tushar Patel1674022647

Easy to deal with and always helpful
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Andrew Coleman1674010470

The team here is A+++,Extremely knowledgeable and always friendly.Definitely the guys you want to contact when you need products or need help with finding the right products for your job!!! 👍
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I was in the market to buy an epoxy flooring product to paint my garage floor and came across the Sydney Industrial Coatings website and I have started chatting with Alex my questions were answered promptly and I am very happy with our purchase and my garage is looking great.
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